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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let J be a red interval and let p(t, s) and a(t, s) be n x n matrix-valued 
functions defined on j x J. Suppose that p(t, .) is locally of bounded variation 
for each t E J and that p and (Y are such that for each r E J, 
K4V) = f h44 4144 + 4cd 44 (l-1) 
defines a linear operator K, on C( J, IF), the vector space of all continuous 
P-valued functions on J. We shall consider equations of the form 
x(t) = KW) + &> O-2) 
for g E C( J, Ii”). These include delay differential equations such as 
4G = xi,+ar,&) j=;a~+(s - 4 ds + xo + /h ds 
7 
or 
U-3) 
Volterra equations, and neutraI functional equations such as 
W = Axr,,,&)MM - 44) + ~0 -I- j-h, ds. 
7 
w 
We do not necessarily assume continuity of p(t, s) in s. In (1.5), for instance, 
p(f, s) = “(C $1 
= 
I 
0 if t = s = 0, 
-X[o,tlzlw other&se. 
In (1.4) and (1.5) one can take either J = [0, co) or J = [O, b]. 
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Honig [Z] has considered equations similar to (1.2) in a Banach space setting. 
His assumptions allow x to be discontinuous but require that ~(t, S) be continuous 
in s. We shall approach (1.2) by characterizing the ,operators K, abstractly. This 
has the advantage of ‘providing an analogous characterization for the operators 
(.Z - KG)-l and thereby giving a representation for the solution of (1.2). This 
abstraction also gives a simple method of generalizing (1.2) to a Banach space 
setting. pur abstract characterization, of .K, is simila? to the, approach used by 
Neustadt in [3], but covers some more general situations. In [3], with our 
notation, T = T,, is fixed, J is compact, and KTO is a compact operator. Note, for 
example in (1 S), that K, need not be compact in our case. 
Throughout this paper, J will be any nondegenerate real interval and int J 
will represent the interior of J. If V is a real Banach space, C(J, V) will represent 
the vector space of all continuous functions of J into V and CB(J, V) will 
represent the Banach space (with supremum norm) of all bounded functions. in 
C(J, I’). For 1 < p < co, we denote by P([a, b]; R”) the usual Lebesgue 
spaces of equivalence classes of ‘@-valued functions on [a, b], and we write 
L”([u, b], R) = D’([lt, b]). All vector spaces will be over the field of real numbers. 
The space of all linear operators on a vector spape V,will be denoted by 8(Y). 
If V is a Banach space, denote the’Banach spa&of bounded linear operators on 
V by a( I’). We shall use the symbol P to denote: either the identity operator on 
a vector space or the n x n identity matrix. The usual I$uclidean norm in Rn will 
be denoted by 1 . I. In any other Banach space, the norm will be denoted‘by 
11 -11. The total variation off on [a, b] will tie denoted by var,(,s,f(s). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. Let V be a Banach space. Unless otherwise specified, 
[a, b] denotes a compact subinterval of J with a <,.b. 
(4 Define MWA E ~(W, VI by 
wra,bl~)(4 = 44 if s < a, 
= x(s) if a < s ,< b, 
= x(b) if s>b. 
(b) Let r E J and K E -Ep(C(J, V)). Call K hereditary from T if, for any 
tu, b] C J containing 7, (Kx)(t) = 0 for all t E [a, Q] whenever x(t) = 0 for all 
t E [a, b]. (Note that the case a = b = 7 is not excluded.) 
(4 Let (K7LJb e a amil f Y f 1 o inear operators on C( J, V). Eor 7 E [a, b] C J, 
let K,[a,ts CB( J, V) -+ CB( J, V) denote th e restriction of M[,,alK, to CB(J, V). 
Define (K7) to be a compatible famiZy of hereditary operators (CFHO) on C( J, V) if 
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(i) each K, is hereditary from T, 
(ii) KT,[a,bl E B(CB(J, V)) whenever T E [a, 61 C J, 
(iii) K,x = KS h w enever T < u and x(t) = 0 for T < t < u. 
Note that the “hereditary property” (i) implies that (&~)(t) = (K7y)(t) if 
X(S) = y(s) for all s in the closed interval from 7 to t. We shall refer to (iii) as the 
“compatibility prpperty.” Properties (i)-(iii) generalize obvious properties of the 
Volterra operators (Kg-c)(t) = Jz x(s) ds. 
Now suppose (K7) is a CFHO on C(J, V). For g E: C(J, V) we shall need to 
investigate the conditions under which 
x=iqA+g C2.l) 
has a unique solution x E C(J, V). 0 n account of the compatibility property, 
we are led (in Theorem 7.1, for instance) to consider the family (Kr) as a whole 
rather than considering (2.1) f or each T and g separately. For this purpose, we 
introduce the following definitions. 
(d) Let T E [a, b] C J and let g E C(J, V). Call #J E C(J, V) a ZocaE solution on 
[a, b] of (2.1) if+(t) = (K&)(t) + g(t) for a < t < b. 
(e) Let T E [a, ZJ] C J. Call K; determinfstic on [u, b] if, for eachg f C(J, V), 
(i) (2.1) has a local solution on [a, 6], and 
6) (b(t) = 1ci( 1 f t or u < t < b whenever 41 and Q!I are both local solutions 
on [a, Kj. (Note that a = b is not excluded.) 
(f) Let r E J and E > 0. Call K, ~-deterministic f K, is deterministic on 
[a, b] for all [u, b] C J containing T of length less than or equal to E. If K, is 
c-deterministic for all E > 0, call K, deterministic. 
2.2. Summary of main results. Theorem 7.1 specifies broadly applicable 
conditions on the “local” behavior of each K, which guarantee that the following 
hold: 
(i) Each K, is deterministic. 
(ii) (I- KT)-l exists for each T e J. 
(iii) ((I- KT)-1)7E, is a CFHO. 
In the case Y = R”, we show that every CFHO can be characterized as 
where p and 01 are as specified in Theorem 3.4. Hence, when (iii) holds, we have a 
similar representation for (I- K,)-l. Integration by parts then gives 
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where @r and @, are as in Theorem 9.1. In general @r # @s , although equality 
holds for the spatial case discussed in Theorem 9.3. 
Several examples of CFHO’s are provided in (1.3~(1.5). In those equations 
g(t) = x0 + Jff(4 ds is absolutely continuous, although the theory we shall 
develop holds in general for g E C(J, V). A n example of a CFHO where I’ is not 
finite dimensional is given in Section 4. ‘This example shows that the class of 
neutral functional equations considered by Hale and Meyer [l] may be recast in 
the form (2.1). 
For V = Rn, statements (i) and (ii) above are equivalent, as shown by 
Theorem 7.2. For V general, (i) implies (ii) and (iii) (Theorem 5.1). Statement (ii) 
does not imply (i) a priori. However, we have not found an example for which (ii) 
holds and (i) does not. Neither have we succeeded in generalizing Theorem 7.2. 
3. THE FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We now show that any CFHO on C( J, Rn) can be expressed in form (2.2). We 
shall also show that p in (2.2) is measurable. This fact is significant for situations 
in which one might wish to use Fubini’s theorem in conjunction with (2.2). We 
shall use the following rather specialized result on measurability which we have 
been unable to find in the literature in the form we need. Throughout this paper 
we apply the term measurable function only to Bore1 measurable functions of one 
topological space into another [4, p. 81. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 3.5. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let [a, b] be a nondegenerate compact real interval and let 
p(t, s) be an n x n matrix-valued function defined on [a, b] x [a, b]. Suppose 
either 
(a) for each t, p(t, *) is continuous at a and left-continuous on (a, b], or 
(b) for each t, p(t, *) is continuous at b and right-continuous on [a, b), 
and suppose that, for each t, p(t, .> is integrable. Suppose that for any 
f EL”([a, 4 R”), Ji 44 4f (4 d s is continuous in t. Then &, s) is measurable 
in (t, s). 
3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.4 depends on the following sequence of 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose (K7) is a CFHO on C( J, Ii*). For each T E J there exists a 
unique matrix-valued function v(t, s; T) such that 
(a) v(t, s; T) is deJnedfor r < s < t andfor t < s < T, 
@> 44 .; T) is of bounded variation for each t, 
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(c) v(t, s; T) is left-continuous in s for 7 < s < t and righ&contzkou$ in sfar 
f<s<r, 
(d) ~(t, t; T) = 0 for all t, 
(e) for x E C(J, Rn) and t # T, (.&~)(t) = jz [d,v(t, s; T)] x(s). 
Note. In (e) we specify t # 7 since we interpret jz [&(T, s; T>] x(8) as zero, 
while (&V)(T) is not necessarily zero. 
Proof. Let 7, t E J be fixed, with t > 7. For any f E C([T, t], Ra), define 
fe c&J, R”) by 
m =f(4 if S<T, 
=f(sl if 7 < s < t, 
=f (4 if s>t. 
Then (K&(t) = (K,,r7,af)(t) and by (ii) of Definition 2.1(c), it follows that 
f --+ (K,.f >(t) is a bounded linear mapping of C([T, t], P) into R”. Thus, by the 
Riesz Representation Theorem [4, p. 1311, there exists a unique ~(0, s; T) satis- 
fying (a)-(d) (for t > +r fixed) such that 
Kf)(t) = /” Ed.4 s; T>l f (4 (3.1) 
7 
for f E C([T, t], R”). By the hereditary property, for x E C(J, R@) we then have 
(Kp)(t) = (KJk?17.,tI~)(t) = Jt [d&t, s; T)] X(S). Thus, v(t, s; T) satisfies (e). If 
5(t, S; r) is a matrix-valued function satisfying (a)-(e), then it satisfies (3.1), so 
9(t, ‘; T) = V(t, ‘; T). 
The argument for t < T is similar. Define v(T, 7; T) = 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let (KT) and v(t, s; T) be as inLemma 1. Then v(t, s; T) = v(t, s; O) 
~heneuera<r(s~toOrwhenes~t~s(T((T, 
Proof, Suppose u < 7 < t. By the Riesz Representation Theorem, there 
exists a unique matrix-valued function P(s) of bounded variation de&mid on 
(T, t] and left-continuous on (7, t), with 17(t) = 0, such that &. &&(s)$f ($1 =r. 
(K&t) for every f E C([T, t], R”) satisfying f (7) = 0 (wheref is as defined~in the 
proof of Lemma 1). For all such f, 
by Lemma 1 and the compatibility property. It follows that v(t, s; u) = 
v(t, s; T) = l?(s) for 7 < s < t. The second case is similar. 
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DEFINITION. For the-remainder of Section 3.2, (&).is a CFHO and ;(t, s; T) 
is as in Lemma 1. Appealing to Lemma 2, we define ~(t, s) on J x J as follows. 
ForsEint Jands ft, 
pL(t, s) = v(t, s; T), (3.2) 
where r < s is chosen arbitrarily ifs < t and -r > s is chosen arbitrarily ifs > t. 
Ifs E J is a boundary point of J and s # t, define 
p(t, s) = iii v(t, s”; s). (3.3) 
Define ~(t, t) = 0 for all t. 
LEMMA 3. p(t, s) satis$es the following: 
(i) For each t, p(t, 0) is locally of bounded variation. 
(ii) p(t, t) = 0 for all t E J. 
(iii) For each t, p(t, s) is left-continuous in s for s < t and right-cqntinuous 
insfors > t. 
(iv) Ifa E Jis a boundarypoint of Jand t # a, then p(t, *) is continuous at a. 
(v) If T # t, if x E C( J, Rn) and if X(T) = 0, then 
If p is any matrix-valued function defined on J x J and satisfying (i)-(v), then 
p = p. 
Proof. Property (ii) was part of the definition of p4 Combining (3.2) and (ii) 
shows that p(t, s) = v(t, s; T) for 7 < s < t or for t < s < 7. Thus, (i) and (iii) 
follow from (b) and (c) of Lemma 1. In (v), p(t, s) = v(t, s; T) except possibly at 
s = 7, and since x(T) = 0, (3.4) holds. Property (iv) follows from (3.3). 
Suppose now that 9 satisfies (i)-(v), and let 7 <‘t. Then (3.4) implies 
.t k&i% $1 f (4 = .I-: [d ,V ( t, S; T)] f (s) for Zillyf E c([T, t], R”) SStiSfybgj(T) = 0. 
Using the Riesz Representation Theorem as in Lemma 2 then gives F(t, s) = 
v(t, s; T) for 7 < s < t. Since 7 is arbitrary, P(t, s) = p(t, s) ifs < t and s E int J. 
Similarly $t, s) = p(t, s) ifs > t and s E int J. Ifs is a boundary point of J, then 
p(t, s) = p(t, s) either by (ii) if t = s or by (iv) if t f: s. 
LEMMA 4. p(t, s) is measurable on J x J. 
Proof. Let [a’, 6’1 C J. We shall prove that p(t, s) is measurable on 
[a’, b’] x ‘[a’, b’]. 
Let [a, b] C J such that [a’, b’] C [a, b] with a < a’ unless a’ = inf J and 
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b > b’ unless b! = sup J. Let E = {(t, s’): t, s E [a’, b’] and t # s>. Define f~% and 
t~z on [a, 4 x b, 4 by 
if t=aors>t, 
= CL(4 s) if a<s’<t, 
= 1;. CL(t, s”) if s = t # a, 
= ‘j&l p( t, F) if s = a f t, 
and 
k&, s) = 0 if t = b or s < t, 
= &, s) if t < s < b, 
= lii p(tv s”) if s=t#b, 
= gy CL@, q if s = b f t. 
Then by (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 3, it is readily checked that, for t, s E [a’, b’], 
dt, 4 = X& al(t, 4 + P&, 4). (3.3 
We claim that pI and pa are measurable on [a’, b’] x [a’, b’]. 
To prove our claim for y, , note that for each t E [a, b], pl(t, *) is continuous 
at a and left-continuous on (a, b]. Furthermore, for anyf~:l”([u, b], IF), 
jab 4, s>fW ds = j; tL(t, 4 f(4 ds- (34 
Letting T = cz and x(t) = Jif(s) ds in (3.4), using Lemma 1 and integrating by 
parts gives 
= - s t EL& s)f(s) d.s a 
for a < t < 6. The,equality (Kg)(a) = -jz p(t, s)f(s) ds also holds at t = a, 
since (&$~}(a) = 0 by the hereditary property (note that x(a) = 0). %Ve con- 
clude that ji p(t, s)f(s) d s is continuous for a < t < b, and by (3.6) we draw 
the same conclusion for $1 &t, s)f(s) ds. Applying Theorem 3.1 establishes 
that ,ul is measurable on [a, b] x [a, b], so in particular it is measurable on 
[a’, b’] x [a’, b’]. The claim for pz is established in a similar manner. 
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We now conclude from (3.5) that p(t, s) is measurable on [a’, b’] x [a’, b’]. 
Since [a’; b’] C J was arbitrary, the desired result follows. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let ~(t, s) be a matrix-valued function defined on J x J 
and, for each t E J, suppose p(t, *) is locally of bounded variation. We shall call 
p(t, s) normalized if it satisfies (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Lemma 3 above. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (K7) be a CFHO on C(J, R”). Then there exist unique 
matrix-valued functions p(t, s) and ol(t, s) defined on J x J such that 
(a) for each t E J, p(t, .) is locally of bounded vuriution, 
(b) p(t, s) is normalized, and 
(c) for all x E C(J, RN) and 7, t E J, (2.2) holds. 
In addition, p(t, s) is measurable on J x J and, for any s E J, a(t, s) is measurable 
in t. 
Proof. Let u(t, s; r) and p(t, s) be as in Section 3.2. Properties (a) and (b) and 
the measurability of p were established in Lemmas 3 and 4 above. It remains to 
define a so that (c) holds, settle the uniqueness question, and prove that ol(t, s) is 
measurable in t. 
The linearity of K, implies that there exists a unique matrix-valued function 
/3(t, r) defined on J x J such that for any x0 E R*, (K$Q(t) = p(t, T)x,, , where 
f(t) E x,, . Define a(t, T) = ,u(t, T) + p(t, T). Clearly p(t, T) is continuous in t, so 
the measurability of p implies the measurability of ot(t, T) in t. 
To see that (c) holds, let x E C( J, R”) and fix 7 E J. Define y(t) = x(t) - x(T). 
Then, by Lemma 1 and property (v) of Lemma 3, for ,t # T we have 
KY)(t) = j-” V& s; 41 Y(S) 7 
= I t Cd& 41 Y(S) 7 (3.7) 
= s t [d&, s)] X(s) + tL(t, T) x(T). 7 
Note that (K,Y)(T) = 0 by the hereditary property, so (3.7) also holds for the 
case t = 7. Thus, for all t, 
&4(t) = (KY)(t) + (K& - r>>(t) = (KAY)@> + I% 4 4~) 
= s t P&,4, s)]x(s) + a@, 7) X(T), * 
which establishes (c). 
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Now suppose C;(t, S) and &?(t, s) defined on J x J satisfy (a)-(c). Then if T E J, 
if X(T) = 0, and if t # T, 
Thus, by Lemma 3, fl(t, s) = ~(t, s) on J x J. Furthermore, if x0 E RR, then 
Thus, &!(t, 7) = p(t, T) + p(t, r) = cx(t, T) for all t, T E J. Wence &t, s) and 
CL(~, s) are unique. 
3,5. The proof of Theorem 3.1 depends on the following 1emn-k Here 
[a, b] is a nondegenerate compact real interval. 
LEMMA 5. suppose &L: [a, b] x [a, b] -+ R and suppose p(., s) is measwable 
for each jixed s. For each fixed t, suppose &t, -) is left-continuous (or similarly, 
right-continuous). Then p(t, s) is me+wruble in (t, s). 
Proof. We consider the case for left-continuity, and prove that ,~+(-7) is a 
Borel set in A = [a; b] ‘X [a, b] for any open real interval I. 
Let (I%} be a sequence of open intervals converging upward to I, with the 
closure 1, C I for each m. Let Q be a countable dense subset of [u, b], with a E Q; 
and for any positive integers n and m define 
S n,m = sc,lorc& 4 f A: 0 < s - s, < l/n and ~(t, sa) ~1,). (3% 
0 
We fix m. and claim that 
(9 P-V~> C f% %, 
(ii> P-~(L) 3 fh &,, . 
To prove this, let n be arbitrary and let (2, %) E p-Y&). Ifs” =ul then (f, S) E S,,, 
autom&cally by (3.8). .Suppose 5 > a. By the left-continuity of p(f7 *) and the 
fat% that I, is open, we may choose an s, E Q n [CE, $3 such that s” - S, < lin and 
p(i, so) E I, . Thus, (i, S) G S,,, , proving (i). 
Suppose now that (i, i) $ +(&J. Ifs” = a, then (i, S) 6 S,,, for anyn, by (329. 
Suppose s > a. Then by. the left-continuity of p(Z, a), there exists an N such that 
p(f, s) $Im for all s E if - (l/N), $1 r\ [u, b]. Thus, (8, i) $ S,,, , proving (ii). 
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To conclude, note that 
so p-r(1) = uz=, nz=, S,,, . Each S,,, is a Bore1 set, so p-l(1) is also. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For notational, simplicity, assume the case n = 1. 
The general case follows by considering components of ~(t, s). We give the proof 
using supposition (a). 
Let 4: [a, b] -+Ll([a, b]) be given by &t)(s) = ~(t, s). Then $ is weakly 
continuous and therefore weakly measurable. It then follows that 6 is measurable 
with respect to the usual topology ofU([a, b]) , smceP([a, b]) is separable. Let W 
be the set of all g E Li([a, b]) which are left-continuous on (a, b] and continuous 
at a. Then W is a normed linear space with the norm inherited fromLr{[u, b]). 
Define 4: [a, b] -+ W by +(t)(s) = ~(t, s). Since$ is measurable, so is (b. 
For fixed s E (a, b] and for each n such that s - (l/q) E [a, b] ,define I/J~,~: W--F R 
by 
Then kn is continuous. By the left-continuity of $, lim,,, #s,,f = f(s) for all 
f E W. Thus, z/~: W + R given by z,hsf 7 f,(s) is the pointwise limit of measurable 
functions and so is itself measurable. Similarly, for f E W,, define 
for appropriately large n, and let #af = f (a). As before, z&f = limn+a #,,,f, so 
$a is measurable. 
For each s E [a, b], let w,: [a, b] + R be the composition ws = #s 0 4. Being 
the composition of two (Borel) measurable functions, wd is measurable. Since 
Pk 4 = W>(s) = Mm>> = 4)? we may apply Lemma 5 and conclude that 
~(t, s) is measurable in (t, s). 
4. EXAMPLE 
Let J = (-CO, CO), r > 0,’ and V = CB([--r, 01, R^). We now give an 
example of a CFHO on C(J, V), which is motivated by [l]. The following 
lemma, whose simple proof we omit, will be used. 
LEMMA. Let 7 E J and suppose z: [r - Y, a> -+ R”. is continuous. Dejne 
7: [T, co) + V by v(t)(Q) = x(t + 0). Then 7 E C([T, co), V). 
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LetR J x V -+ R” and G: J x V--z RN satisfy the following: 
(a) For each + E V, F( ., 4) is (Borel) measurable and G(*, $) is continuous. 
tb) W, .> anti G(t, -) are linear for each t E J. 
(c) There exist positive locally bounded measurable functions L(t) and 
K(t) such that for all t and d, I F(t, $>I < K(t) II #J II and I W, #)I < L(t) II $ Il. 
Note that F(t, t(s)) is continuous in s for any t E J, 6 E C( J, V). Thus, 
F(t, E(s)) is measurable in (t, s). Furthermore, F(t, t(t)) is locally bounded in t, 
and G(t, t(t)) is continuous in t. Hence for any EJ E C(J, V), 
z(t) = 0, if 7---Y<t<7, 
= G(t, f(t)) 7 G(T, Et+) + Sk t(s)) 02 if t>,T 
7 
is continuous in t. Using the Lemma, we see that for each T E J, 
defines a linear operator K,: C(J, V) -+ C(J, V). It can be verified that (K7) is a 
CFHO on C(J, V). 
Suppose h: J -+ Rn is locally integrable, suppose (b E V and let r E: J lx fixed. 
Define g E C(J, V) by 
g(W) = w> if t<7, 
= $b(e + t - T) if r<t<r---8, 
= 4(O) + i”” h(s) ds if t + B 3 7. 
7 
(To see that g(t) is continuous in t, use the Lemma with a(t) = (b(t - T) for 
T - 7 < t < r and z(t) = 4(O) + ft h(s) ds for t 3 T.) Suppose 5 E C( J, V) 
satisfies 6 = K,t + g, and define x E C([T - Y, co), P) by 
xw = f 
vv - 4 if 7---T<t<r, f(t)(O) if t > 7. 
Note that (K7e)(~) = 0 and g(T) = 4 so that x(t) is continuous at t = 7. It can 
be verified that x(t) then satisfies 
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where xt E I’ is defined by x@) = x(t + 0). Conversely, if z(t) is a solution of 
(4.2), then E E C(J, I’) defined by 
+u? &P) = I*@ + (j) if t < 7, if ta-7 
satisfies f = K,t + g. Note that (4.2) is the functional equation considered in 
[L lx 41. 
5. THE FAMILY (I - K&l 
Let V be a Banach space and let (K7)7EJ be a CFHO on C(J, V). In Section 7, 
we give sufficient conditions for the existence of (I - K7)-l. In the present 
section, assuming that each K, is deterministic, we show that ((I- K,)-& is a 
CFHO. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 depends on the following lemmas. Recall from 
Definition 2.1(c) that K,,[,,,I E~(CB(J, V)) whenever T E [a, b] C J. By the 
Open Mapping Theorem, therefore, (I- K,,rasb$-l is also a bounded operator 
on CB( J, V) whenever it exists. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose T E [a, b] C J. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) K, is deterministic on [a, b]; 
(b) (1 - K7,~a,bl)-1 exists. 
Proof. Assume (a) holds, let g E CB(J, V) and suppose 4 is a local solution of 
(2.1) on [a, b]. Define # E CB(J, V) by 
(5.1) 
for all t E J. We shall show that z/ is the unique function in C%( J, V) satisfying 
(I- K,ra,d# = g- (5.2) 
For a < t < b, z,h(t) = (K7y5)(t) + g(t) = $(t), so by the hereditary property 
PW>W = (W)(t) (5.3) 
on the same interval. Then (5.3) g ives K7,ra,& = M[,,,IK~+, and substitution 
into (5.1) gives (5.2). In particular, from (5.2) we have 
W = KW) + g(t) (5.4) 
for a < t < 6. Suppose 4 E CB( J, V) satisfies (5.2). Then # and $ both satisfy 
(5.4) on [a, 4, so by (a>, 4(f) = k t > for a < t < 6. Therefore, using (5.2) and the 
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hereditary property gives I$.= K7,~a,r,$ + g = K7,re,& + g = #. Thus, # in 
(5.2) ‘is unique. Since g was arbitrary, we conclude that (I - K,,rG,@ exists. 
Now suppose (b) h o Id s and let g E C(J, Y). Then Mr,,,lg E CB( J, V) a& we 
define 
4 = (I - K,ta,*lY~ra,al& We 
Rearranging (5.5) gives+ = K7,[a,bl$ + M[,,blg so for a < t < b, 
#4t> = K+)(t) + go>* (5.6) 
Thus, (2.1) has a local solution on [a, 61. If I$ E C(J, Y) also satisfies (5.6) on 
[a, b], then 
~h,a14 = n/rra,dK# + g)* (5.7) 
Using the hereditary property, we have KT,Ia,bl(Mta,b& = M~a,b$XY~(M~a,&) = 
Wa,&,$r so by (5.7), 
-wa,a1+ = ~7Ja,deT,bI#) + iw,a&3 (5.8) 
Rearranging (5.8) and using (5.5) gives 
~kA,bl$ = 0 - K,ra,7d-1&z%bl‘!J = $9 
which implies that&;(t) = (b(t) f or a < t < b. Thus, K, is deterministic on [a, b]. 
LEMMA 2. Let 7 E J and suppose K, is detemnkistic. Then 
(a) (I’- KJ-l exists, 
and for any [a, b] C J containing T, 
(6) (I - K7,[a,a$-1 exists and 
(cl W,,d~ - KFlg = (I- K,[a,d-l%a,blg for each g E C( J, V). 
Proof. Since K, is deterministic, it is deterministic on [a, b] whenever 
7 E [a, b] C J. Applying Lemma 1 establishes (b). 
To prove (a), let g E C(J, V) and choose ([ai , JQ]>~=~ such that 7 E [al , b,] C 
[% 7 41 c *.. and J = uy=, [ai , hi]. Define 
94. = (I - K,,lai,a,l)-lIGilI,i,~~l~ for i = 1,2,... . 
As in (.5.5), & is a local solution of (2.1) on Cai , bJ. Since Kr is deterministic, 
&(t) 2 ;b$(i) for all t E [Li‘, bJ and all j >, i. Hence lim,, &(t) e&ts for all t E J. 
Define 4((t) I= lirnchm &(t). S ince #J is continuous on each [ai , b& + E C(J, Y). 
For any given i and for all t E [q , bi], $(t) = &(t) = (K&)(t) + g(t) = 
(K74)(t) + g(t) by the hereditary property. Hence 4(t) = (K&)(t) + g(t) for all 
teJ. 
5%12512-7 
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Suppose 6 E C(J, V) and 6 = K$ + g. Then for each i, 6 is a local solution of 
(2.1) on [ai , bi]. S ince I(, is deterministic, J(t) = &(t) = $(t) for all t E [ai , bJ. 
Therefore 4 = 4, since the two functions agree on each [ai , bi]. We have shown 
that (2.1) has a unique solution for each g E C(J, V), so (a) is proved. 
Now suppose T E [a, b] CJ and let g E C(J, V). Let $ = (I- K,)-rg and let 
16 = (I - K,ra,bl)-wa>blg* (5.9) 
Then # is a local solution of (2.1) on [a, b] and since K, is deterministic, #I = 
#(t) for a < t < b. Hence 
Wa,d = Mra,d 
= Mwd~ - W% 
(5.10) 
The identity 
(I - K~,[a,d-lM[a.a,g = %,,,,(I - K,md-Wa,~lg + n/r,a,tx (5.11) 
is readily verified, and the equation 
K 7,ra,a1# + Mr.a,ta = M~a,dK,[a,a~# + jWa,d (5.12) 
follows directly from Definitions 2.1(a) and 2.1(c). Combining (5.9), (5.1 I), and 
(5.12) gives 
# = Mra,a~b. (5.13) 
Together, (5.9), (5.10), and (5.13) prove (c). 
5.1. THEOREM. Suppose K, is deterministic for each r E J. Then (I - K,)-l 
exists for each T E J, and ((I - K,)-I),,, is a CFHO on C(J, V). 
Proof. For each 7, the existence of (I - K,)-l follows from Lemma 2. We 
also conclude the existence of (I - K7,[,&-l whenever T E [a, b] C J. 
Let L, = (I- K,)-I. We must show 
(a) L, is hereditary from 7 for each 7 E J, 
(b) -L,[,,6~ E a(WJ, V> whenever 7 E[a, 4 C J, 
(c) L,g=L,gifT<aandg(t)=OforT<t<u. 
Suppose 7 E [a, b] C J. By (c) of Lemma 2, 
MmL,g = (I - K~,mW%,~,g (5.14) 
for any g E C(J, V). If M[,,blg = 0, then (5.14) shows that M[,,OIL,g = 0, 
proving (a). If g E CB(J, V), then (5.14) shows that 
II L,,ra,,,g II G IIV - K,ca,tP II II M[a,,lg II 
G IIP - K,radl II II g II 
which proves (b). 
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Suppose 7 < G and suppose g(t) = 0 for T < t < 0. Since (2 - &)-I is 
hereditary from I, [(I - I&.-lg](t) = 0 for T < t < CT. Thus, &(I - K,)-“g = 
K(I - K9-lg sine (K97EJ is compatible. Hence g = (I - &)(I - K,.)-lg = 
(I- I&)(1 - K,)-lg, so (.Z - &)-1g = (I - -W,)-lg, establishing (c)~ 
COROLLARY. Suppose V = R” and su@ose K, is determimktic fm each T E J. 
Then there exist unique matrix-valued functions Kt, s) and Z(t, s) dened on J x J 
such that p(t, s) satis$es (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.4 and such that 
[(I - fWdl(t) = [” k4Fk 41 g(s) + % 4 .dr> (5.15) 
for al2 g E C( J, V), Q-, t E J. In addition F(t, s) is measurable on J x J and &(t, s) is 
measurable in t. 
6. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
Let J = (--co, co), let V be a Banach space and let {K7) be a CFHO on 
C( J, V). Define (I&.) to be autonomous if, for all 7 and a, 
K T+U = S,K,S-, 
where S, is the shift operator: (&x)(t) = x(t - a) for x E C(J, V). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose V = Rn and let p and 01 be as in Theorem 3.4. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) (K1) is autonomous. 
(b) ,~(t, s) = p(t - s, 0) and ol(t, s) = a(t - s, 0) for all t agd s. 
Proof. Suppose (b) holds. Then 
(I&S-,x)(t) = jt [d,&, $1 x(s + a> + &, T) ~(7 + a) 
7 
for all x E C(J, V), so (6.1) holds. 
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Now suppose (a) holds. Then for any a E R and any x E C(J, V), 
=I 
t-a 
[dSp(t - a, s)](S&(s) + a(t - u, 7 - u)(S-,x)(-r - u) 
7-a 
= (K7-&p)(t - a) 
= (S,K,-,Sax)(t) = u%w’ 
By the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 3.4, therefore, ~(t - a, s - a) = p(t, s) 
and a(t - a, s - u) = ol(t, s), so (b) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose (I&) is autonomous and KT, is deterministic for some 
7,, E J. Then each KY, is deterministic and ((I - K7)-1)7EJ is autonomous. 
Proof. Let 4, g E C( J, V) and suppose T E [a, b] C J. Then + is a local 
solution of x = K,x + g on [a, b] if and only if S,& is a local solution of 
x = KTOx + STO-,g cw [a - T + 70 , b - 7 + ~~1. Hence the assumption that 
Kr, is deterministic implies that each K, is deterministic. 
The identity S,(I - K,)-15’~, = (I - S,K,S-,)-l is readily verified. Since 
(K7) is autonomous, it follows that S,(I - K,)-W, = (.Z - Kr+&l which 
shows that ((IT - K,)-l) is autonomous. 
7. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
Let V be a Banach space and let (K7)7EJ be a CFHO on C( J, V). By Theorem 
5.1, if each K, is deterministic, then (2.1) has a unique solution for each T E J 
and g E C( J, V). Theorem 7.1 shows that to prove that each K, is deterministic 
it is sufkient to examine the “local” behavior of the family (K7). 
LEMMA. Let 7 E [a, b] C [u’, b’] C J, and let E > 0, with a - a’ < E and 
b’ - b < E. Suppose K, is deterministic on [a, b] and suppose K, and Kb are 
c-deterministic. Then K, is deterministic on [a’, 6’1. 
Proof. First note that, by hypothesis, K,, is deterministic on [b, b]. Hence, if 
z&b) = (K&)(b) for some # E C(J, V), then #(b) = 0, by (ii) of Definition 2.1(e). 
A similar situation holds at a. 
Fix g E C(J, V). Since K, is deterministic on [a, b], there exists a $ E C(J, V) 
such that 
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for a < t & 6. Since K8 is E-deterministic, it is deterministic on [b, b’], so we 
choose a 6 E C(J, V) satisfying 
for b < t < b’. Then, by combining (7.1) and (7.2) at t = b, 
Hence (6 - 4)(b) = (K,($ - 4))(b), so (4 - 4)(b) = 0. Thus, &!J) = #@). Using 
the hereditary property we now replace (6” with a (possibly) different function, 
still called 6, such that (7.2) still holds for b < t < b” and such that&t) = 4(t) 
for a < t < b. 
Let 9 = 4 - +. Then #(t) = 0 f or a < t < b, and thus K7$ = K& by the 
compatibihty property. Hence for b < t < b’, (7.2) gives 
For a < t < b, (7.1) together with the hereditary property gives J(t) = 
(K&t) + g(t), since $ and $ agree on [a, b]. Thus, $ is a local solution of (2.1) 
on [a, b’]. By a similar method, one now starts with a local solution of (2.1) on 
[a, b’] and produces a local solution on [a’, b’]. 
To verify (ii) of Definition 2.1(e) on [a’, b’], we now suppose q& , & E C(J, V) 
are both local solutions of (2.1) on [a’, b’]. Let + = $r - +a . Then 
for a < t < b. Since K, is deterministic on [a, b], (7.3) shows that $(t) = 0 for 
a < t < b. Thus, K& = K& by the compatibility property. Noting that (7.3) 
holds for b < t < b’ now gives 
d(t) = GWt) = (Kb+)(t) (7.4) 
for b < t < b’. Since Kb is E-deterministic, (7.4) shows that 4(t) = 0 for 
b < t < b’. Similarly, 4(t) = 0 for a’ < t < a. We conclude that +I and & 
agree on [a’, a’]. 
7.1. THEOREM. Suppose that for eplepy [c, d] C J there exists an B > 0 szlch 
that rC, is +dete&inistic for each 7 E [cl d]. T&n (i)-(iii) of S&on 2.2 hold. 
Froaf. Let T E [c, d] C J and let E > 0 be as specified kr the hypothesis. 
Choose {[ai I b;]>tGl (for some appropriate A) such that 
TE[a,,b,lC[a,,b,lC...CEa,,b,l = [~4 
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with 6, - a, < e and ai - ai+l , < E and bi+l - b, < E for ,i.= l,..., k - 1. 
Since K, is ~-deterministic and b, - a, < E, K, is deterministic on [a1 , 41. 
Furthermore, Kai and K,,, are c-deterministic for i = l,..., R. Thus, applying 
the above lemma and’using induction shows that K, is deterministic on [c, d]. 
Since [c, d] containing r was arbitrary, we conclude that K, is deterministic. 
Applying Theorem 5.1 completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose there exists an E > 0 such that K, is +deterministic for 
all 7 E J. Then (Q-o-ii) of Section 2.2 hold. 
This follows a priori from the Theorem. Note that if J is compact, the 
Theorem and Corollary 1 are equivalent. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose for every, [c, d] C J there exists an E > 0 such that 
/I K,,[,,,] /I < 1 for all 7 E [c, d] and for all [a, b] C J containing Q- of length less 
than or equal to E. Then (Q-o-ii) of Section 2.2 hold. 
Proof. Fix [c, d], choose E > 0 as specified in the hypothesis, and let 
T E [c, d]. Suppose [a, b] C Jcontains 7 and b - a < E. Then I] K7,[a,bl j/ < 1, so 
(1 - KT,ta,a$l exists. By Lemma 1 of Section 5, K, is deterministic on [a, b]. 
Since [u, b] is arbitrary, K, is e-deterministic. Applying Theorem 7.1 completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose V = R” and let p(t, s) and a(t, s) be as in Theorem 3.4. 
Suppose there exists an E > 0 such that 
whenever 7 E [a, b] C J and 0 < b - a < E. Then (i)-(iii) of Section 2.2 hold. 
Proof. If T E [a, b] C J, then for any 4 E CB( J, R”), 
G ( sup var At, 4 + -vb II 44 4 II # II. 
a<t<b a&<b 
Applying Corollary 2 and using (7.5) gives the desired result. 
Note. A stronger version of Corollary 3 can be derived from Corollary 2 
in an obvious way. We give the weaker version since it is simpler to state. In any 
situation (such as in Section 8.1) where the stronger version is needed, one can 
resort to Corollary 2. 
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7.2. THEOREM. Suppose V = Rfi and (I - &)-I exists for all T E J. Then 
(a) K, is deterministic for each T E J, and 
(b) ((I- K7)r1)7EJ is a CFHO on C(J, R%). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 it suffices to prove (a). Let [a, b] C J be fixed and let 
7 E [a, b]. 
By the hereditary property and by linearity, there exist unique n x n matrices 
A, and A, such that (&x)(a) = A,x(a) and @?&c)(b) = &x(b) for all x E C( J, I@). 
For any g E C( J, Rn), let h = (I L K,)-lg. ,Then h(a) = (K&)(a) + g(a) = 
Aah + g(a), so (I - A,) h(a) = g(a). Since g is arbitrary, the range of I - A, 
must be all of Iin (note here that I is the identity mat&), so (I - kI,)-l exists. By 
a similar argument, (1 - A,)-1 exists. 
Let g E C( J, R*) b e arbitrary and let 4 = (I- K,)-lg. Let $ E C(J, R”) be 
any function satisfying 
x(t) = vL4w + g(t) V-6) 
for a < t < b. Note that there exists at least one such 4, since zj satisfies (7.6) 
for all t E J. If we show that j(t) = $(t) for a < t < b, then we can conclude 
that K, is deterministic on [a, b], and (a) will be established since [a, b] containing 
T is arbitrary. 
Since (I - K&i exists, there exists a & E C(J, R”) such that 
&w = w&(0 - v‘hb)(t) +(K#Xt) + &> (7.7) 
for all t > b. Then substituting t = b in (7.7) and noting that $ satisfies (7.6) at 
t = b gives (61 - Mb) = Wd& - 4)(b) = 44$& - vW91, 90 
which implies that&(b) = $(b). Th us, we may replace $i with another function 
(still called&) such that (7.7) still holds for t 3 b and&(t) = $(t) for a < t < 6. 
A calculation similar to that used in the proof of the Lemma above now shaves 
that& satisfies (7.6) f or all t >, a. Similarly, we produce a& E C( J, R”) satisfying 
(7.6) for t < b, with&t) = +(t) for a < t < 6. Define’$ E C(J, R”) by 
Then, by the hereditary property, 6 satisfies (7.6) for all t E J. Therefore, 
4 = (I - K,)-lg =$. Since &t) = +(t) for a < t < b, we con&de that 
+(t) = $(t) for a < t < b, establishing (a). 
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8. EXAMPLES 
8,l. Delay differential equations such as (1.3) or (1.4), and most types of 
ordinary linear differential equations and linear Volterra integro-differential 
equations can be written in form (2.1) with 
where A(t, s) is a measurable, locally bounded n x n matrix-valued function on 
J x J. For the CFHO on C(J, Rn) defined by (8.1), we have ~(t, s) = 
-si A(t, a) da and a(t, s) = 0 (/J and O( as in Theorem 3.4). If A(t, s) is in fact 
bounded on J x J, we may apply Corollary 3 of Theorem 7.1, with E = $l!iP1, 
where M = suprxJ I/ A(t, s)il. If A(t, ) s is only locally bounded, apply Corollary 2 
with E = min{l, &M-l} where M = sup{(j A(t, s)ll: t, s E [c - 1, d + l] n J>, and 
use a calculation like the one in the proof of Corollary 3. In either case the K, 
are deterministic. 
In Eq. (1.5), letting J = [0, CO), we have the CFHO on C(J, Rn) defined by 
@W(t) = ~xtz~,m,@)(~(~t) - +)h (84 
where A is an n x n matrix. Here ~(t, s) and ol(t, s) are given by (1.6). If II A /I < Q, 
then the hypotheses of Corollary 3 of Theorem 7.1 are satisfied, with E arbitrary. 
8.2. Let V be any Banach space. In certain situations one may be 
concerned with Eq. (2.1) only for a single 7 = T,, , and in fact it may be that only 
the operator K7, is given. Suppose KTo E S(C(J, V)), hereditary from 7s , is 
specified, such that KT,,[a,al E S?(CB(J, V)) whenever 70 E [a, b] C J. For 
7 # 7o , let 
K if 7 > 70 , 
7 if 7 < 7a . 
Then it is readily verified that (KT)TEJ is a CFHO on C(J, V). Thus, there is no 
loss of generality in assuming that (K& is given even when we are concerned 
with (2.1) for T = 70 only. 
As an example, suppose J = [0, co), A is an n x n matrix, and (Kg)(t) = 
Ax(&). Then if we define K,x by (8.2) for T > 0, (KT)7EJ is a CFHO operator on 
C(J, RN). If Ij A II < +, then the K, are deterministic; in particular, for any 
g E C(J, Rn), the equation 
has a unique solution x E C( J, R”). Note that in applying Theorem 7.1, it is 
required that all the K, (not just K,) be +deterministic. 
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8.3. In the example given in Section 4, the K, will be deter&&tie if the 
function G(t, 4) satisfies an additional condition which we now give. Assume that 
W, 4) and G(t, 4) are as in Section 4 and that (Kq)TEJ is given by (4.1). Assume 
further that there exists a matrix-valued function ~(t, 0) defined on J& [--P, 0] 
and there exists a 6, E (0, Y] and a nonnegative p < 1 such that 
(a) p(t, *) is of bounded variation, 
(b) G(t, d) = .tP- Chdt, ‘31 dP>, =d 
(4 I s:* %$-4t, a cw>l < P ~UP-sse~o ! #@?I, 
for all + E I’, t E J, and all s E [0, So]. (Th ese assumptions are weaker than similar 
conditions given in [l, p. 61.) 
LEMMA. Suppose r E [a, b] C J, with 
O<b--a<S, (8.3) 
and 
@ - 4 ~~~~ K(s) = (1 - PP. 
Let S be the subspace of all 5 E CB( J, V) such that 
(i) f(t) = 0 for t < 7, and 
(ii) &(t)(0) = e(t + 6, 0)for all t < b and 6 E [-r, 01. 
Then 
(8.4) 
II ~T,ra,blE II -G I(1 + PW~ II f II R-5) 
for all 5 E S. 
Proof. Let 5 E S. By (i), &T) = 0, so 
‘37, &)> = 0. f?4 
Furthermore, for s E [T, b] and 0 E [-Y, 7 - s] (note that 7 - s 3 ---So > -r 
by (8.3)), 
&s&9 = IQ + q(O) = 0 (8.7) 
since s + B < T. Using (8.7) and (c) and substituting+ = g(s) and t = s in (b) 
gives 
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by (8.4) and (c) of Section 4. Combining (8.6), (8.Q and (8.9) gives 
for 7 < s < b. Using (8.10) and (4.1) gives 
Thus, (8.5) holds. 
PROPOSITION. K, is deterministic for all r E J. 
Proof. Let [c, d] C J be tied and choose [c’, d’] C J with [c, d] C [c’, d’], 
such that c’ < c unless c = inf J and d’ > d unless d = sup J. Since K(t) is 
locally bounded, there exists an E > 0 such that E < 6, , [c - E, d + G] n 
JC [c’, d’] and 
( sup , K(t))e G (1 - ~)/2. 
C’SKd 
(8.11) 
We claim that K, is e-deterministic for each r E [cc, d]. 
To prove our claim, fix T E [c, d] and let [a, b] C J contain r, with b - a < E. 
Then (8.3) is satisfied, and [a, b] C [c’, d’], so (8.11) shows that (8.4) is satisfied. 
Let S be as in the Lemma. It is readily verified that S is a closed subspace of 
CB(J, V). Thus, for any g E CB(J, V), the set g + S = (g + 7: 7 E S> is a 
complete metric space with the metric induced by the norm on CB( J, V). 
Fix g E CB( J, V) and note that K,,ra,& + g Eg + S for any [ E CB( J, V), 
by (4.1). Thus, if there is a f E CB(J, V) satisfying 
6 = K,,ra,alt + g, (8.12) 
such a f must be an element of g + S. Define k: g + S + g + S by k(s) = 
K 7,[a,b~t + g. By the above lemma, 
II W) - Wll = II K,ra,dE - 41 < [(I + p)Pl II 5 - rl II 
for all 5,~ ~g + S. Thus, K is a contraction mapping on the complete metric 
space g + S, and therefore has a unique fixed point [. This [satisfies (8.12) and 
is the unique element of g + S (and therefore of CB( J, V) also) which does so. 
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Since g was arbitrary, (I - K7,[a,al)-1 exists. By Lemma 1 of Section 5, -lir, 
is deterministic on [a, !J], and since [Q, b] was arbitrary this proves our claim. 
For the arbitrary.interval [c, d] C J, we have produced an E > 0 such as required 
in Theorem 7.1, and this completes the proof. 
9. REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS 
For the case V = Rn, we now derive a representation for the solution of (2.1) 
which generalizes the variation-of-parameters formula for ordinary differential 
equations. Let (K7)7EJ be a CFHO on C( J, R”). Whenever (I - K,)-l exists, we 
shall write +(., 7, g) = (I - KJ-lg for all g E C( J, Rn). 
9.1. THEOREM. Suppose (I - ITT)-1 exists for all T E J. Then there exist 
unique matrix-valued functions $(t, s) and G2(t, s) dejked on J x J such that 
(a) for each t, Q2(t, .) is locally of bounded variation, 
(bj cP2(t, sj il normalized, and 
(4 for all 7, t E J, g E C(J, R? 
In addition, @$(t, r) is continuous in t and @,(t, s) is measurable in (t, s). 
Proof. By Theorem 7.2, each K, is deterministic. We may therefore apply 
the Corollary of Theorem 5.1, and integrating (535) by parts gives (9.1) with 
SfrI(t, s) = Z(t, s) - @(t, s) and Q2(t, s) = -p(t, s). Properties (a) and (b) and the 
measurability of @, follow from similar properties of p. The uniqueness of @I and 
@a follows from the uniqueness of L? and p. If g is constant, then (9.1) reduces to 
#(t, T, g) = tDl(t, T)~(T), and from this equation the desired contkuity of 
cP,(t, T) follows. 
9.2. TWEORVEM. Suppose J = (-co, co), (K7) is autonomous, and (I - &)-I 
exbts for all 7 E J. Then there exist unique matrix-valued functions Ql(t.(t) and @$(t) 
defked on J, such that 
(a) Qz is locally if bounded variation, 
@) (P, is left-continuous on (-c&O) and right-continuous on (0, mo>, and 
Q%(O) = 0, 
(c) for all T, t E J, g E C(J, R”), 
+(t, 7, g) = %,(t - ‘d k’(T) + it @& - s> 444. (9.2) 7 
In addition a,(t) is continuous. 
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Proof. Combine Propositions 1 and 2 of Section 6 with the Corollary of 
Theorem 5.1 to see that @,(t, s) = @>((t - s, 0), i = 1,2, if QI and @s are as 
defined in Theorem 9.1. To derive Theorem 9.2, replace Qi(t, 0) by Qi(t) for 
i = 1,2. 
9.3. THEOREM. Let 01 and p be as in Theorem 3.4. Suppose the hypotheses of 
Theorem 9.2 are satisfied and that u(t, s) = 0. Let aI and Qz be as in Theorem 9.2. 
Then q31(t) = !Dz(t)fm all t # 0, and hence (9.2) becomes 
W 7, g) = @At - 4 gb-) + f” W - $1 4W. 
Proof. Fix 7 E J, let f : J -+ Rn be locally integrable and let g(t) = jzf(s) ds. 
Define 
z,b(t) = j-” c&(t - s)f(s) ds. 
7 
(9.4) 
The continuity of 4(t) follows from the continuity of dj,(t). Then applying 
Fubini’s theorem we have, for all t E J, 
(9:5) 
= s t (@,(t - 4f(4 -f(4) da, I
since x(t) = @Jt - ~)f(u) is the solution of x(t) = (K&(t) +f(u). Rewriting 
(9.5) gives 
w = t&7w + g(t) (9.6) 
for all t E J. By Theorem 9.2, therefore, 
#(t) = j+” @z(t - s)f(s) ds. 
7 
(9.7) 
Since f was arbitrary, we conclude from (9.4) and (9.7) that @I = dj, almost 
everywhere. From the continuity properties of @r and di, , we conclude that 
<PI(t) = QP2(t) except possibly at t = 0. 
Remark. By (b) of Theorem 9.1, Qz(t, t) = 0 for all t. On the other hand, it is 
not difficult to prove that al(t, t) is nonsingular for all t. Thus @r(t, t) = G2(t, t) 
can never hold. However, if Qz(t, s) is redefined at t = s, (9.1) will still be valid. 
Thus, whenever convenient, we can make the tacit assumption that @r(t, t) = 
@2(4 t). 
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Besides the case given in Theorem 9.3, there are other families (K7) for which 
@I = ipz . The most obvious example is any nonautonomous linear diierential 
equation. When ol(t, s) is not identically zero, however, there are many cases in 
which QI # Q2; . 
9+4, Representation (9.1) is useful for applications. In [5j, (9.1) is used 
to develop a theory of control for Eq. (2.1). 
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